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Notes:

1) All objectives are 25mm and measurements are taken from the centre to decide ownership

of the objective. These objectives will be provided by the Tournament Organiser.

2) Only dismounted infantry and artillery units can capture or contest objectives.

3) Hidden set up can be found on page 131 of the Bolt Action Rulebook.

4) Observers and Snipers can be found on page 131 of the Bolt Action Rulebook.

5) Preparatory Bombardment rules can be found on page 131/132 of the Bolt Action Rulebook.

6) Reserves and Outflanking can be found on page 132 of the Bolt Action Rulebook



Game 1: No Man’s Land
Forward deployment: Allowed.

Outflanking: Allowed.

Hidden: Allowed.

Prep Bombardment: Both players.

Special Rules: Turn 1 visibility is limited to 24 inches

Deployment: D6 roll to choose side, declare units in reserve and then deploy remaining units via dice

draw. Forward observers are kept separate and are then deployed in order following a D6 roll.

Game Length: 6 turns then roll a D6 to see if there is a turn 7.

Victory Conditions: 1 point for each unit destroyed, if the points different is 0 – 2 then it is a draw.



Game 2: Key Positions
Forward deployment: Allowed.

Outflanking: Allowed.

Hidden: Not Allowed.

Prep Bombardment: Not allowed.

Special Rules: Both players roll a D6. Highest scorer then rolls D3+2 for the number of objectives.

Highest scorer places first objective (25mm marker)anywhere on the table. Opponent then places

the second and so on until all markers are deployed. The markers must be a minimum of 12 inches

apart (measured from the edge)

Deployment: D6 roll to choose side. Players declare which unis are in there first wave (maximum half

rounding down) with the remaining forming the reserves.  Any units that are not in reserve for the

players first wave.  Units enter the table via a RUN or an ADVANCE move with no order test needed.

Game Length: 6 turns, then roll a D6, roll of 4+ for turn 7.

Victory Conditions: 1 point for each objective held, only dismounted Infantry units or artillery unit

within 3 inches of the centre of the 25mm objective, should any dismounted enemy Infantry or

Artillery units be within 3 inches they are able to contest the objective.



Game 3: Double Envelopment
Forward deployment: Allowed.

Outflanking: Not Allowed.

Hidden: Allowed.

Prep Bombardment: Not allowed.

Deployment: D6 roll, highest choose table side and declares which of his units are being left in

reserve this must be half of the units in his army rounding down. The other player then does the

same and once both players have done this.  The remaining order dice are then placed in the bag for

each unit not held in reserve, dice are drawn, and units are deployed in the set up zone.

Game Length: 6 turns, then roll a D6, roll of 4+ for turn 7.

Victory Conditions: Both players must move as many units as possible into the opponent’s objective

zone or off the enemy’s table edge. To win the game a player must have at least 2 more victory

points than their opponent if not the game is a draw.

1 point for each enemy unit destroyed

2 points for each unit in the opposite deployment zone.

3 points for each unit that has left the opponents table edge.



Game 4: Sectors
Forward deployment: Allowed.

Outflanking: Not Allowed.

Hidden: Allowed.

Prep Bombardment: Both players.

Deployment: Split the table into quarters and each player rolls a d6, the highest roll can choose

which table quarter to deploy in and then declares which of his units are being left in reserve, this

can be up to half rounding down. The opponent then does the same in the deployment zone

diagonally opposite his opponent. An order dice for each unit not placed in reserve is then placed in

the dice bag and players draw dice to deploy within their deployment zone. Players are unable to

deploy within 12 inches of the centre of the table.

Game Length: 6 turns, then roll a D6, roll of 4+ for turn 7.

Victory Conditions: Both players must capture as many quarters as possible to win the game, the

following scoring system is used.

1 point for each enemy unit destroyed

1 point for each of your units in the neutral table quarters.

3 points for each of your units that are in the opponent’s quarter.

Should models straddle a sector deployment line then whichever sector most of the model is in is the

victory points awarded.



Game 5: Heartbreak Ridge
Forward deployment: Allowed.

Outflanking: Not Allowed.

Hidden: Allowed.

Prep Bombardment: Not allowed.

Special Rules: This mission uses three 25mm objective markers.  Both players roll a dice. The player

who rolls the highest decides whether to be the attacker or the defender. The defender picks a

quarter of the table and places one of the remaining two objectives in this quarter. The objective

cannot be within 15 inches of the centre of the board and cannot be within 6 inches of any board

edge. The attacker then places the last objective in the diagonally opposite table quarter. This

objective also cannot be within 15 inches of the centre of the board and cannot be within 6 inches of

any board edge.

Deployment: The defender must then deploy one infantry unit and one infantry or artillery unit in his

table quarter. These units cannot be deployed within 12 inches of the middle of the board. He must

then nominate up to half of his remaining forces to come on the board in his first wave. All other

units are left in Reserve. The attacker must then follow the same steps in his table quarter.   The

battle begins. During turn 1 both players must bring their first wave onto the table. These units can

enter the table from any point on their side’s long table edge and must be given either a run or an

advance order. Note that no order test is required to move units onto the table as part of this first

wave

Game Length: 6 turns, then roll a D6, roll of 4+ for turn 7.

Victory Conditions: Whichever player holds the most objectives wins the game, only dismounted

infantry and artillery can hold or contest objectives, to hold an objective units need to be within 3

inches of the centre of the 25mm objective.



Game 6: Timely Objectives
Forward deployment: Allowed.

Outflanking: Allowed.

Hidden: Allowed.

Prep Bombardment: No allowed.

Set up: Place three 25mm objectives along the table centre line.  Both players roll a die. Starting
with the player that rolls highest both players alternately deploy an objective on the centreline (see
map). Objectives must be at least 12 inches away from other objectives. 

Deployment:

Both players roll a die again. The highest scorer picks a long table side and then he declares which of

his units (if any) are being left in reserve. The other player gets the opposite table edge and then

does the same. Once the players have declared which units are left in reserve, the remaining order

dice are then placed in the bag for each unit not held in reserve, dice are drawn, and units are

deployed in the set-up zone.  Each player must deploy their units in their deployment zone with the

exception of forward deploying troops.

Game Length: 6 turns, then roll a D6, roll of 4+ for turn 7.

Victory Conditions: At the end of each turn count the number of objectives that are held by each

player, and they receive 1 victory point for each objective. At the end of the game total up the points

and if one player has more than 2 or more points than the other player then that player wins, if not

then it is a draw. Only dismounted infantry and Artillery units can claim objectives, objectives are

contested if any unmounted Infantry or Artillery units are within 3 inches of the centre of the

objective marker.


